"We’re all addicted to technology now, and not just to the Blackberry. We’re “addicted” to our iPhones, and Facebook, and Twitter, and Android, and Pinterest, and iPads, and Word with Friends, and fill-in-the-blank-with-your-digital-dope-of-choice.” Kashmir Hill (2012). “Beware, Tech Abandoners, People Without Facebook Accounts are ‘Suspicious.’” Forbes.com, Tech blog, August 6.

“Slashdot flagged a German news story in which an expert noted that mass murderer Anders Breivik and James Holmes both lacked much of a social media presence, leading to the conclusion, in Slashdot’s phrasing, that ‘not having a Facebook account could be the first sign that you are a mass murderer.’” Kashmir Hill (2012). “Beware, Tech Abandoners, People Without Facebook Accounts are ‘Suspicious.’” Forbes.com, Tech blog, August 6.

“Canadian killer Luka Magnotta had over 70 Facebook accounts, police have said. Magnotta is charged with the murder and dismemberment of Jun Lin, his former lover. ... ‘The suspect is present on more than 70 Facebook pages,’ Montreal Police Cmdr. Ian Lafrenier told reporters. ‘He maintained more than 70 Facebook pages under different names, so he was very, very active on the web.’” Sami K. Martin (2012). “Luka Magnotta Had 70 Facebook Pages, Shows Narcissism.” The Christian Post, June 8.

---

1 G448 Option: Read Jaron Lanier, You are Not a Gadget (New York: Knopf) and then come talk to me.